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For many chief executives, concerned with meeting
their organisation’s business objectives whilst
complying with new legislation such as SarbanesOxley, the utility of the Common Criteria must
seem an irrelevance. Yet there is an important link.
Laws and regulations concerning corporate
governance dictate that a system of internal control
is an essential element in the structure. Information
security is a subset of that internal control system.
Well formed controls provide assurance that the
majority of events will be detected in sufficient
time to counter any adverse impact on the
organisation, whilst others assist recovery when
disaster strikes.
Most controls concern information in one form or
another and, in this modern age, many of these
involve IT. This paper argues the case for the
Common Criteria and concludes that for some IT
based controls, Common Criteria evaluation is an
imperative. It also identifies those areas where
action can be taken to strengthen the link between
the Common Criteria and corporate governance.

OVERTURE
Corporate governance
Laws and regulations concerning the governance of
large organisations (e.g. [1], [2], [3]) have existed
ever since the 19th century. These cover disclosure
of information, anti-discrimination, privacy
protection, product quality, directors’ conduct and
suchlike. Many have been produced to fulfil a
perceived need to protect the public in general and
minorities in particular, and some have been
imposed in reaction to specific failures of the
public interest, such as Polly Peck, Maxwell
Pensions, Enron, and WorldCom.
Many laws and regulations specify the imperative
for an organisation to achieve its business
objectives whilst looking after its stakeholders. Part
of the requirement is the need for organisations to
have an internal control system (ICS), which is the
means by which an organisation achieves its
business objectives and manages its business risks.

Internal control

OVERVIEW
We begin with an overture summarising the
purpose of corporate governance, the principles of
internal control, the extensiveness of business risk
and how information security fits. We then
examine the effectiveness of an internal control
system (ICS) and draw some conclusions about
well-formed controls. In examining the Common
Criteria (CC), using recent work on the
GlobalPlatform smart cards and previous work in
attempting to produce a Protection Profile (PP) for
a typical financial accounting package, we draw
our conclusions regarding the ability of the CC to
deal with well formed controls. This allows us to
summarise our conclusions regarding the
relationship between corporate governance and the
CC, and state our recommendations towards taking
maximum advantage of that relationship now and
how to strengthen it in the future.
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An ICS exists in two basic parts:
Procedures to perform the work necessary to
conduct the organisations business. These are
called operational procedures.
Procedures to ensure that the business is
conducted as expected. These are called
controls.
The UK Audit Practice Board ([4]) describes a
model of internal control, which shows (see figure
1) that the controls flow down from the
organisation’s mission statement, business
objectives and business risks.
The model also shows that the effectiveness of the
internal controls must be regularly reviewed and
action taken as appropriate. This is a requirement of
various corporate governance laws and regulations.
It is also a sound management technique, known as
the Deming or Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) model,
and is fundamental principle of standards that
conform to ISO Guide 72 [5], such as ISO 9001
(Quality, [6]), ISO 14001 (Environmental, [7]) and
BS 7799-2 (Information Security [8]).
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events concerning the failure of corporate
governance, quality control and information
security.
Like many organisations, Gamma’s ICS [14] has
always dealt with these issues. Figure 2 shows how
the business risks, documented along the lines of
the new Basel accord, are broken down into risk
treatment plans [13], which collectively identify all
the financial, quality and information security
controls. There is a “statement of applicability”
(SOA, see [8]) which goes into further detail,
identifying how all the applicable information
security controls, described in ISO/IEC 17799, are
implemented. The management system of this ICS,
which follows the UK Audit Practice Board
guidance (figure 1), is both ISO 9001 and BS 77992 certified.

Figure 1: The APB model of internal control

Extensiveness of business risk
Business risks are all encompassing. For example,
they concern an organisation’s ability to produce
and market its products and services, issue
invoices, receive payment and control its exposure
to financial market fluctuations. The new Basel
accord [9] partitions risk into internal (i.e., internal
to the organisation) and external influences.

Relationship with information
security
The IT Governance Institute [10] concludes that IT
should be aligned with the business objectives.
Why ever should it not be? The institute's work is
a realisation that main board directors in countless
organisations have failed to realise that IT is just a
tool of the trade, and therefore treat it as something
different - aided and abetted by some IT people.
The same is true of information security, which, as
ISO/IEC 17799 [11] reveals, is not the exclusive
realm of IT. Brewer and Nash pointed that out in
1988 in presenting their paper on Chinese Walls
[12] (which concerns the 1986 UK Financial
Services Act): “At lunch time go into a London pub
and just listen to all the insider dealing going on!”
The Institute goes further by saying “It is
management's responsibility to safeguard all the
assets of the enterprise. To discharge this
responsibility, as well as to achieve its
expectations, management must establish an
adequate system of internal control.”
We reinforce this conclusion in our paper
examining the effectiveness of internal control [13],
which uses the same theory to explain a variety of
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Figure 2: An implementation of the APB
model showing how information security
is just part of internal control of internal
control

EFFECTIVENESS OF
INTERNAL CONTROL
Time metrics
The effectiveness of an ICS can be measured by the
ability of its controls to detect an event in sufficient
time to do something positive about it before the
occurrence of an adverse impact [13].
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Figure 3 shows the impact on the bottom line of an
event that is detected by the organisation’s
management far too late to do anything about it.
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Figure 3: The impact of detecting an effect
too late

The event occurs at time TE. On expiry of some
“time window” (see [13]) at time TW, there is an
impact in the form of a dramatic reduction in
revenue. Management discover the problem at time
TM and fix the problem at time TF. There is a cost
involved in fixing the problem, and therefore a
consequent increase in costs. Fixing the problem
has a beneficial effect on revenues, but the profit
(P1) is significantly less than it would have been
had the event never occurred (P2).
Figure 4 illustrates what would happen if the event
was detected in good time.
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Well-formed controls
It is axiomatic that things will go wrong (Murphy’s
Law) and therefore there is a need for an
appropriate mixture of preventive, detective and
reactive controls. In particular, it is always possible
for a control to fail. Suppose, for example, that
someone forgets to lock the safe, a thief correctly
guesses their victim’s PIN or someone “borrowed”
the battery from a smoke detector. Given this, there
are three alternatives:
Accept the risk, in other words let us not be
concerned if the control fails
Strengthen the control (and this is where the
most important CC concepts of strength of
function and hierarchic functional components
come into play)
Deploy an additional control, whose purpose is
to detect the failure of the first.
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Figure 4: The impact of detecting an event
in good time

In this case, the event is detected by the ICS at time
TD and fixed well before the expiry of the time
window. There is an associated cost to fix, but that
may be considerably less than the equivalent case
in figure 3. Because remedial action takes place
before the expiry of the time window there is no
revenue penalty. Consequently the profit (P3) is
significantly greater than in the previous case.
Using these concepts, [13] classifies controls as
belonging to seven classes. Class 1 corresponds to
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a preventive control. Such a control either preempts the event from occurring, or detects its
occurrence as it happens and is able to take
immediate defensive action. Medical inoculations,
locked doors, and computer access control
mechanisms fall into this group. Classes 2-4
correspond to detective controls. All three detect
the event after it has happened. The first two
facilitate defensive action within the time window,
the third after. Intrusion detection devices, whether
they concern physical or computer security, and
medical health checks fall into this group. Classes
5-7 correspond to reactive controls. They react to
the occurrence of the impact, rather than the event
itself. Business continuity plans fall into this group,
the class distinction being dependent on the state of
preparedness.

Detection can result in immediate automatic action.
A control that uses the CC security function
requirement FAU_ARP.1 (Security alarms) would
be a good example. Detection may also defer to a
human for action. A control using the CC security
function requirement FPT_TST.1 (TSF testing)
would be an example. Other components of this
control would be the procedures for the human to
invoke the FPT_TST.1 function and take action, as
appropriate, on its outcome. A bad example would
be a control that detects a problem but does not let
any other procedure/process or person know. That
would be an example of a badly formed control.
Given these observations, a well formed control is
one that has been constructed so that any error, or
failure perpetrated during execution is capable of
prompt detection. Such a control is also termed a
self-policing procedure (see [8]). Its value is that it
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promptly detects a control failure, allowing some
other procedure/process to take over. As shown in
[13], if this is not done, a control failure may go
undetected and ultimately manifest itself following
expiry of the time window. A classic case of this is
also cited in [13], where organisations having
placed reliance in anti-virus measures never check
that the virus signature libraries are up-to-date, but
just assume that they are.

COMMON CRITERIA
Controls and security function
requirements
So far we have been talking about internal controls.
In the preceding section we quoted two examples
of security function requirements (SFRs) drawn
from the 132 defined in the CC. However, it is
important to recognise that SFRs are not controls,
nor were they intended to be such. SFRs are
functions. They are the ingredients out of which the
technical aspects of controls may be specified: in
our FPT_TST.1 example we said “Other
components of this control would be the procedures
for the human to invoke the FPT_TST.1 function
and take action, as appropriate, on its outcome.”
The CC addresses those aspects of a control that are
outside the scope of an evaluation as assumptions
(see [15]), which are treated as being as axiomatic
by an evaluator: it is the responsibility of the
organisation that uses the product to ensure that
those assumptions are met in practice. Thus, CC
evaluation will only look at the IT aspects of a
control that are within scope of the evaluation.
Evaluation inspires confidence that the control
functionality of an IT product will do what it is
supposed to do and not do what it is not supposed
to do. This is a unique proposition and provides a
solid platform with which to build a robust system
of internal control. However, is it really necessary?

Failure modes
To answer this question, we must first understand
how a control may fail.
The code is wrong or fails to address all
circumstances
If we reconsider the two previously mentioned
SFRs:
FAU_ARP.1 may fail either because it does
not recognise the security violation or because
it does not take the appropriate action when it
does.
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FPT_TST.1 may fail if (a) the tests are run
under the wrong conditions; (b) the tests give
incorrect results; or (c) authorised users are not
in practice given the capability to verify the
integrity of data or executable code.
In each of these cases, the implementation of the
function is incorrect with respect to its
specification. In the case of some other functions,
which involve a secret (such as a cryptographic key
or a password), failure may also be due to
weaknesses in the algorithm.
Clearly if these functions had been fully tested or
evaluated then the probability of the failure would
have been materially reduced.
The assumptions are not implemented
correctly or the users fail to operate correctly
This cause of failure concerns the attendant
management processes. No matter how correct the
IT implementation nor how strong the algorithm, if
the secret is disclosed then the function will not
have the expected effect. If the access rights of
users are incorrectly input into the computer, then
the access control decisions will not reflect what
management intends. The latter is a specific case of
an (undetected) input error. Similar types of failure
would be the use of an incorrect computational
formula (e.g. the wrong rate curves in “mark to
market” calculations used in derivatives trading), or
incorrect standing data (e.g. the wrong foreign
exchange rates).
The function may fail because of some known
error or physical condition.
For example, the GlobalPlatform smart cards [16]
facilitate the downloading of new applications onto
the card. There are various security functions
concerned with authorisation, confidentiality and
integrity, but all said and done, if there is no room
on the card, then the load operation will fail. The
function detects this, rolls back to a safe state and
reports the malfunction to the entity that requested
the operation. The GlobalPlatform Card Security
Requirements Specification [17] identifies a wide
variety of other failure modes including program
exceptions, power failure and adverse operating
conditions.
Thus, in general, there is a wide variety of reasons
why the IT components of a control may fail.

Detection
In developing a RTP, [13] invites us to consider
these failure modes and ask the question “is this an
acceptable risk?” If it is, no further action needs to
be taken. If not [13] invites us to add further
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functionality/controls to detect and respond to the
failure. In making a sound judgement, attention
needs to be paid to the cost of the additional
functionality/controls, the frequency of the failures
they are intended to counteract, and the time of
detection/correction.

possible for an attacker to modify the
implementation or inhibit how the card works, but
the attack (should it prove successful) would be
restricted to a small percentage of the card base. It
would not effect the entire card base. The
organisation should therefore identify other
functions/controls would detect that, despite CC
evaluation, the function (e.g. “chip and PIN”) has
failed, which, based on an assumption of infrequent
occurrence of failure, may operate outside of the
time window.

Most people are aware of the move by banks to
rollout “chip and PIN” for all credit cards. The
move is predicated in part by the regulators, in part
by the payment associations and in part by the
banks themselves, to counter the increasing level of
In other cases an additional detection capability
credit card fraud, which is fast becoming an
may be impractical or too expensive. In applying
unacceptable risk. Traditional authentication
the time metrics to the GlobalPlatform smart card
requires the comparison of a signature by the
[18], we identified for some functions, e.g. writing
merchant. If the signature is forged and the
a record to an audit log,
merchant does not spot it
that it would not be easy to
at the time, then we have a
detect after the fact that the
control failure, which may
record had been written
well be identified by the
incorrectly. Far better,
bank at some later time,
therefore, to verify the
but after the expiry of the
correct implementation of
time window. By
that function prior to its
increasing the strength of
use to a high evaluation
the authentication
assurance level.
mechanism, it is hoped
that the frequency of
successful authentication
RTPs
attacks will be
The development of RTPs
significantly reduced. Any
is a fundamental
Figure 5: An extract from an RTP written in
successful attack should,
requirement of [8],
accordance with [13]
of course, still be detected
although the British
by the traditional methods.
Standard does not (and quite rightly) dictate how it
should be done. Our approach [13] (illustrated in
For a card base of several million cards, if the
figure 5), which is event-impact driven, has found
implementation of “chip and PIN” is incorrect,
great success in engaging Board members (see
millions of cards will possess the same error. In the
[19]). Note, however, that traditional government
RTP therefore it will be identified that the
approaches, which use threat and asset value (e.g.
possibility of failure would be totally unacceptable
CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET, TOP SECRET, etc.)
and possibly irretrievable in administrative effort.
as input parameters, will also identify the need for
Therefore there is a need for additional controls to
CC evaluated products and place requirements on
limit the possibility that the “master card” (from
strength of function. Regulations in other sectors,
which all other cards are copied) is incorrect. These
e.g. the German Digital Signature Law, impose
controls could be subjected to:
similar constraints.
very full testing by the organisation
contracted out testing by a specialist firm or
a CC evaluation.
CC evaluation is particularly economic if the cost
of evaluation is amortised over millions of products
and shared by the various organisations involved.
Part of CC evaluation is to find out whether the
security mechanisms can be bypassed, corrupted,
disabled or otherwise circumvented. After an
evaluation there remains the possibility that the
evaluated process will fail. It may therefore be
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Evaluation requirements
Having decided what is to be CC evaluated from an
RTP (ideally from a Board perspective), the
question then remains how to ensure that the
evaluation delivers the required assurance.
The CC offers two approaches:
The organisation may express its requirements
in a Protection Profile (PP)
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The organisation may consider the claims
made in vendors’ Security Targets (STs) and
corresponding CC certification reports.
Sometimes an organisation will do both.
One of the strengths of the CC is the richness of the
Part 2 vocabulary in expressing IT control
functionality. It does this particularly well for
individual IT components. In terms of the overall
preventive, detective and reactive mix of functions,
we counted 69 SFRs that are preventive in nature,
38 that are detective and 1 reactive (FPT_RCV.1
(Manual recovery)). The remainder are support
functions and cannot be directly associated with a
control class.
The CC portal (see [15]) at the time of writing lists
195 evaluated products, which include operating
systems, smart cards, firewalls and intrusion
detection devices. Some of the smartcards have
been evaluated together with financial application
software (electronic purse and payment
applications). It also lists 38 distinct PPs. Some
also address the business applications. For
example, [20] specifies the security requirements
for an automated cash dispenser and [21] specifies
the security requirements for an electronic purse.
We are concerned that in [20] an environmental
objective to reconcile the amount of money that the
computer believes has been dispensed (which, of
course places a requirement on the TOE to
calculate it) with the amount of money actually
dispensed is not specified. Such a control would
address a wide range of failures, such as once
recently reported in the UK, where £20 bank notes
were inadvertently loaded in to the £10 note
dispenser. We also found it difficult to trace the
business requirements down to the IT components
that are intended to implement them because there
is a lack of refinement in the identified SFRs. In
contrast, the business requirements stated in [21],
which include unauthorised creation or loss of
electronic value (i.e., money) and support for
countering money laundering, are traceable to the
SFRs with the aid of comprehensive cross
references and the judicious use of in-line
application notes.
In attempting to develop a PP for a typical financial
accounting package, as reported at ICCC4 List [22]
had discovered that there was no easy way to
specify the reporting of errors to the user(s), or of
specifying batch processing control requirements.
GlobalPlatform elected not to develop “yet
another” smart card PP [16], but instead developed
the CSRS [17]. Freedom from the language
constraints of the CC enabled GlobalPlatform to
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express its functional requirements in a very precise
and comprehensible manner. Yet, as reported in
ICCC2 [23], Kekicheff et al were able to achieve
much of this within the language constraints of the
CC, albeit with a considerable amount of lateral
thinking. The use of FDP_ACC and FDP_ACF to
express the requirement for byte-code verification
is an example. The idea here is that use of a load
file (an access control decision) is dependent on
whether the application code passes byte-code
verification. Traditionally, that decision is based on
a simple security parameter. In the GlobalPlatform
case a complex algorithm (i.e., byte-code
verification) has to be performed before the access
control decision can be made. Kekicheff et al
appreciated that the purpose of the PP/ST is to
“point the evaluator in the right direction and
ensure that he/she asks the right questions”. [23]
cites other instances where such innovation is
required.
We believe that the major difficulty in capturing
the business requirements in the PP/ST is due to the
fact that the language used by the CC is far more
alien than that traditionally used in IT, and even the
latter is far removed from the everyday business
language used by business people. It appears that
often a great deal of ingenuity is required to
translate the RTP (business) requirements into the
language of the CC. In short, therefore, there is a
language barrier. However, this should not form an
impediment to using the CC but it really puts
people off.
We note that the rationale in the Visa Open
Platform PP (OP3), referred to in [23], and that in
the CSRS [17], describe the ability of the SFRs to
meet the security objectives in the form of a story,
and may therefore be regarded as a prototype RTP
in the style of [13].

SUMMARY
Analysis of business risk using [13] will identify
where CC evaluation of the IT components of
internal controls is an imperative. Execution of CC
evaluation then provides assurance in the wellbeing of those parts of the internal control system
that place heavy reliance on IT components. Sound
internal control is a prerequisite for corporate
governance. The link between corporate
governance and the CC is thus established.
As a corollary, consider the case where an
organisation thought it did not have enough money
to pay all of its staff. It therefore made most of
them redundant. The IT director subsequently
reported that the financial reports were in error and,
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in fact, the organisation was cash rich. Sad to say,
this is a true story. Clearly, a gross failure of
internal control, but had the organisation previously
ascertained its dependence on IT, well formed
controls perhaps using CC evaluated components
would have saved the day!

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Organisations should be encouraged to
consider information security as an integral
part of internal control. The UK Audit
Practice Board guidance [4] shows how this
can be done. The work of the IT Governance
Institute [10] reinforces this conclusion. The
ISO 9001 [6] and BS 7799-2 [8] standards add
detail, and [14] describes an example
implementation.
Organisations should be further encouraged
to identify circumstances in RTPs where
substantial confidence in the proper
performance of IT parts of the total system
is necessary for commercial or technical
reasons. Guidance on how this can be done is
given in [13], [19] and in this paper.
Organisations that have already produced
PPs should be encouraged to determine
exactly how these PPs contribute to their
internal control requirements (or those of
their members) and to make that clear to
their suppliers. The GlobalPlatform CSRS
[17] represents a major step towards this
objective, particularly because of its in-depth
consideration of off-card (i.e., components
outside the scope of evaluation) businessrelated issues. Further guidance is given in
[18].
Vendors, already experienced in CC
evaluation, should be encouraged to
determine how their products actively
contribute to internal control, to reflect that
fact in their product offerings, marketing
and product improvement. Use of the eventimpact driven RTP approach ([13], [17], [18])
provide a means by which this can be done.
Other vendors should be encouraged to
determine the role their products play in
internal control, and the likely need for CC
evaluation. If they determine that CC
evaluation is an unlikely requirement, what
other assurances can they give for correct
implementation and what other
functions/controls are required in order that
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their product forms part of a well-formed
control.
6.

The CC authorities should take account of
the important role that the CC has to play
in corporate governance and internal
control and take appropriate steps to make
it easier to express and evaluate the
requirements of internal control.
Formalisation of the RTP approach taken in
[13] and [18], and taking account of the
difficulties described in this paper and
references [22] and [23] may provide a suitable
starting point.
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